Independent Strategic Advisory Board Meeting
18th September 2020
Virtual meeting
Minutes of Meeting
Present:
Carol Lightburn (CL)
Michael Pinnock (MP)
Helen Grimwood (HG)
Carrie Butler (CB)

No.
1.

Action by

Agenda Item
Apologies for absence
David Wall

2.

Minutes and Matters arising from last meeting
Minutes agreed as an accurate record.
Actions from last meeting completed.

3.

Annual Report:
Annual report taken as read – CB pulled out some highlights.
MP – good use of graphics and shows extent of work we’ve done
and had an impact
MP – feels like tone suggests relationship with Trusts feel too
comfortable
HG – difficult due to cater for different audiences but agree, will
aim to try and make more neutral moving forwards
CL – are we getting a response when we do challenge. CB – yes
MP – not heard anything back after attending 15 step challenge
with NLAG.
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4.

Developments since last meeting
Engagement:
CB updated on status in Covid. Use of the daily good news report
and social media posts.
Face to face engagement still not taking place so needed to
adapt and be more innovative with use of social media

Buddy Service:
132 service users, 72 volunteers, 14 days worth of calls in the
last quarter.
CB feels that longer term might be better in VCS where more
adept at dealing with those struggling with MH issues.
Originally got majority of referrals for Shield team at NLC, but
now getting more from Mind, which is again compounding the
issue that majority are coming with MH needs. Have really
struggle to get the right support for people.
CL – do we have a log of where we signpost people to?
CL – can we sustain from a funding point of view with cost of
calls. CB been cost neutral, but doesn’t come down solely to
that, but balance with our own resources and workplan
MP – are we confident volunteers can deal with complex issues
and are we doing enough to support them?
MP – is there some learning we can contribute to in terms of
operating online meetings and buddy service? CB yes likely there
is learning, but we have been more about buddying rather than
offering MH advice.
CL – what is mix of M/F volunteers? CB mainly female but there
are a few males and quite a lot of younger people. Some come
from college. CL – Will assist some students in their counselling
course.
HG – although no funding for us when there perhaps should have
been, it has enabled HW to highlight gaps which will be
escalated to commissioners. CB discussed transformation
funding.
CL – how will escalate? CB will do an evaluation, but when we
will do this depends on next phases of Covid.
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MP – is there something we need to inform volunteers of when
the point is to step back/goes beyond their remit and ensure
their needs are supported. CB advised AT keeps in regular touch,
and is carrying out supervision regularly with volunteers.
Support also through whatsapp group.

Autism workstream:
CB gave update on project with Inclusion North – giving accurate
and up to date good quality information. Working with
cloverleaf. Really positive feedback. CL noted that some of our
work has been shared across the college.
Trying to develop in to health passports work – some challenges
around trying to get virtual health passports implemented – CB
in discussions with patient experience team and equality and
inclusion manager at SGH.

Staffing:
Still got Annabel who has been a real asset to the team since rejoining HWNL.

5.
Meetings:
CB – has CL been attending CYP Partnership. CL not heard
anything. Julie Poole asked if we are doing work with CYP. CB
advised of Youth HW and been invited next week to update. CB
to attend this one but CL would like to remain involved in future
CB updated on other meeting attendances and MH findings and
also NLAG work.
CL – gave experience of poor comms across hospitals. Also poor
comms on discharge
CL – only had a couple of PCCC meetings – early ones about
Covid strategy. Last one about flu vaccine programme. CL will
provide presentation. Biggest concern was how GPs will going to
deliver the vaccine programme to additional qualifying cohorts.
Discussion on impact of non-face to face GP consultation and
how many might have symptoms being missing. CB confirmed
that a lot of the feedback has been about accessing GPs and we
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have been escalating accordingly.

6.

Forthcoming Plans – Virtual CH visits:
Developing virtual engagement across Humber HW
Week long engagement activity
MP – is just focussing n Covid impact, or also usual domains too?
CB – key is comms and planning right
Key will be friends/relatives
MP – suggest adding in to questions to homes – what 3 things
would you recommend others might try/or what positive aspects
have come out of this
CB – will evaluate all 4 pilots in to a report
MP – sounds interesting and makes sense to do with other HWs as
it shares that capacity for learning
CB shared wider work plan – busy and ambitious but started a lot
already
CB gave update on ironstone centre – not for minutes at this
stage.

7.

Any other business
Other:
MP – like way lay the quarterly report out but where do we get
the outcomes from? – explained it came from the service spec.
CB updated on new contract management arrangements
MP highlighted the value of work CB is leading and is humbling
what the team is achieving against this backdrop
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